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What is the intent of this Rule Proposal?

Primarily - To increase the safety of Junior competitors, as well as other patrons and track staff
present during all race meets.
Secondarily - To simplify race operations for the families and crew of Junior Drag Bike
competitors.

Proposed Amendment

I would propose to allow for Junior Drag Bike racers to return to the paddock and go from
paddock to staging lanes under their own power with strictly guided escort from parents/adult
crew members.

Classes Effected

A/JB & B/JB
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How does, or can, this rule proposal protect participants and spectators?

I am closely tuned to the Junior Drag Bike racers at Benaraby as there are so few of them.
As a lifelong motorbike rider and racer myself, I am aware of the numerous challenges involved in
moving this type of machinery around with and without it's own power. Towing and pushing these
types of machinery are the highest risks possible, and would typically be avoided under any and all
professional circumstances. In today's world of Modified Bike, many a racers are adapting "ride
back" systems specifically to avoid the dangers of towing these machines or pushing them with
homemade devices. The safety and convenience of such systems allow race teams to maneuver
these machines carefully under their own power whilst still fully clothed in protective equipment.
If one or more Junior Drag Bike racer waits in the allocated area near the end of the race track
runoff area (beginning of return road), they can then be escorted safely back to the paddock by an
adult in either a car, ute, motorbike, scooter or quad.
Not only will this eliminate any tow strap hazards such as "clotheslining", "whiplash", or side
thrusting (pulling the rider over sideways), it will also eliminate the risk of misalignment during
"pushing" with a custom made apparatus, which can lead to impact or even running over the racer
being pushed.
How is this rule proposal a positive step for ANDRA Drag Racing?

ANDRA have built a firm reputation for safety amongst all racers, particularly Junior racers.
Removing the inherent hazards of towing and/or pushing these young racers with a variety of
hazardous straps, etc. will highlight this motivation to protect our young racers.
This will also gain much approval from the parents and race teams of these racers by simplifying
the process of moving these machines around by keeping them under their own power. It will
also highlight the level of parental responsibility required by the parents of ANDRA Junior Drag
Bike racers.

What is the positive impact of the rule proposal on other Classes and Brackets?

All races involve varying amounts of traffic through the pits, and through the use of good lighting,
speed limit signage and positive announcements on the PA system we try to keep all racers and
patrons safe when moving about in these areas.
Reducing the number of towed or pushed, un-powered motorbikes through the pits and staging
lanes will increase safety for racers in all brackets as they occupy these areas throughout the
event.
Un-powered or towed vehicles are also cumbersome to get around when required, as they take
up an extreme amount of room by being somewhat connected to their tow vehicle. By keeping
these Junior Drag Bike separate (untethered), it will be easier for other racers to get through and
around them on the return road or in the staging lanes when required. It will also be much easier
for these racers and vehicles to move out of the way in case any emergency vehicle needs to
get by quickly.
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How does the rule proposal ensure increased opportunity for even competition?

By nature, no child should be allowed to compete on the racing surface until they are proven
competent to do so. Being able to handle the vehicle under it's own power is the standard at which
all competitors should start. By removing the complexity of hazardous towing methods, all
competitors should be on an even field and have the same ability to ride their machines back into
the pits, as well as up to the staging lanes. With several racers being escorted by one or two
parents/adult crew members, the manpower required is reduced, giving others the ability to help
elsewhere or participate in racing as well.
Many Junior Drag Bike competitors have parents that also race bikes, and these racers could
participate as normal, and then escort the Junior racer back to the paddock as they also return
from their race.
Describe how the rule proposal is practical and encforcable.
This is most practical, as the machines are designed and engineered to be ridden under their own power, and in
fact NOT designed for any type of towing or pushing by other vehicles. As there are few Junior Drag Bike racers,
they will be easy to distinguish from the other racers. A written procedure will be developed at Benaraby that will
need review and signature by parents prior to their Junior racer competing at each event. ANDRA may possibly
chose to publish a similar document for use nationwide. Track staff will also receive training to be on the lookout
for unescorted Junior Racers, particularly the emergency crews at the end of the track. Staff will be trained to
notify the Meeting Director via two-way radio if any Junior bike racers leave the designated parking area
unescorted. Staging lane marshals will also be trained to look for unescorted Jr bike racers heading to the staging
lanes. A breach of these given guidelines can be enforceable by disqualification by the Meeting Director. This
disqualification can apply to both the Junior Racer as well as any parent racer that should be involved in the
escorting of the Junior, particularly those responsible parties named on the signed form at each event.

Describe how the cost of complying with the rule proposal is reasonable for competitors.

Because these vehicles were never meant to be towed or pushed, many a parent have had to
hire engineers/fabricators to come up with seemingly creative mechanical solutions. Sometimes
after finding one solution too dangerous to continue, they then have to pursue further ideas and
incur additional costs. Minor incidents with these methods also sometimes lead to vehicle
damage, also costing the race team valuable dollars. By having two or three Junior Racers
escorted together, the cost of any such escort vehicles will be reduced. And because this
escorting could be done with any vehicle, the family car/ute can represent NO additional cost for
the racers. This also reduces the total number of vehicles moving about in the pits. Junior racers
that are escorted by their bike racing parents even further reduces the number of vehicles
moving about.
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